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Kein Satz (201 8)
Wall : Acryl ic sign, cork, wool embroidery on cleaning cloth
Floor: Cement base, wool cloth, paper mâché
Photos: Florian Model





Cover and endsheet design for Intruso (201 8),
a risograph publication by Perro Centinela (Bogotá)
and Livros Fantasma (São Paulo)







A collaboration with Lorena Espitia: four embroidered strips were instal led in
four corners of the exhibition space, labeling them as 'someone's corner, ' 'no-
one's corner, ' etc. Other artists were invited to make use of the corners for a
work of their own.

Use Value: Four Corners (201 7)
Embroidery, metal rod

Matt Town performing his piece Sleeper in
'someone's corner' on 11 .7.1 7 at The Box

(Los Angeles)



A music video conceived as a
'presentation' of our working duo
with Lorena Espitia under the
name Aurora Rampante. The
dawn footage was shot in our old
apartment in the neighborhood 7
de Agosto in 201 4, the music was
recorded at Lorena's studio in
CalArts in 201 6.

Lorena Espitia and I were asked to contribute to an
exhibition for which artists were invited to make a flag to
represent the locality of Bogotá where they live or work.
At the time, we lived and worked in an old neighborhood
called 7 de Agosto, formerly residential but taken over by
shops that sel l spare automobile parts. The neighborhood
displays a distinctive mixture of visual information: many
of the buildings bear some of the old modernist geometric
patterns typical of Bogotá architecture of the 60's, while
the shops bear signs with mosaics made out of the logos
of the different car companies for which the parts that
they sell can be used. Our flag is made out of materials
available within a couple of blocks from our house, and
alludes to the hybrid patterning of our surroundings. Our
lemma for the neighborhood, "So lo part tes (parts only), "
creates an abstract version of a commercial fact: only
parts are sold here, but placed on a flag it seems to
function as an abstract principle, an ontological axiom or
practical maxim.

Solo Partes (201 4)
Collaged fabric

Presentación de la Aurora
Rampante (201 7)
HD Video, 4:31

https://youtu.be/udM02Mp0Eeo



Amplificador Horizontal (201 8)
Digital video, 7:31
https://youtu.be/SExTYHf70a4

Top Left:
Presentation of the people of horizontal images.
'Self-organizing trash altars' shot for a student video
in 1 994.

Right:
Presentation of the people of vertical images.
Bandits' crypto-greeting choreography from Yazujiro
Ozu's Walk Cheerfully (Hogaraka ni ayume; 1 930).



"How many vertebrae are there?"

Presentation of the synthesis:
vertical ized horizontal images.
Tracking of shot of a fossil spine
embedded in pretrified mud, exhibited
vertical ly at Stuttgart's
Naturkundemuseum.



Elementos De Sistema Ornamental Para Primer Cuartel (201 8)
Color pencil on paper



Elementos De Sistema Ornamental Para Primer Cuartel (201 8)
Wool embroidery on felt, fabric



Elementos De Sistema Ornamental Para Primer Cuartel (201 8)
Wool, fabric



Elementos De Sistema Ornamental Para Primer Cuartel (201 6)
Color pencil on paper



No Title Pages (201 5)
Color pencil on paper



For the 201 8 sessions of (escuela incierta) in Cali I
prepared a set of three lectures Introductory to the
Ornamental System. The third lecture attempted to
weave together motifs from Emile Benveniste's essay on
rhythm, texts on the primitive notion of daimon by
philologists Hermann Guntert and Louis Gernet, and an
essay on the graphic development of children by
psychologist Walther Krötsch. The il lustration featured
on this sl ide represents a paradigm in Krötsch's analysis
that my lecture attempted to general ize: a rhythmic
attempt to draw flowers results in a series of as-yet-
uncodified monogram-l ike shapes.

https://www.escuelaincierta.org/fototeca1



Brown River Summons. No Title Signature Garment (201 4)
Hand-embroidered patch on denim work jacket

Brown River Summons. El Escaner Consume Su Propio Interior (201 4)
Color markers on paper



Brown River Summons
Early Engineering (201 6)
Gouache on paper



Brown River Summons. All Kinds of Engineering (201 4) / Gouache on paper



Fachada (201 5)
Color pencil on paper



Top:
Arrullo Andino (201 5-), a manuscript short novel set in a rural
sci-fi environment. Four characters sit on a kiosk after
performing a day-long task instal l ing an ultra-thin probe on a
spot designated by a blast of graphite shot from a satel l ite. The
novel is structured by two kinds of text: descriptions of the
atmosphere, constantly shifting at dusk as robotized bacteria
working on the subsoil release vapors of different colors, and
conversations between the four characters regarding an entity
to which they refer as 'their enemy, ' who is being l ivecast in the
form of a muddy waterfal l . The activities of the foursome and
their manner of conversation indicate a form of vernacular
ritual ized engineering.

Right:

An early reference drawing.

"THE SUCCESSION THE PROCESSION THE SUCCESSION THE PROCESSION"



Estela held the directional control foam bar with her left hand,
and she left her right hand's ring finger suspended some
centimeters away from the emeraldshaped ignition sensor. As
she held both hands in position, she slightly twisted her head
towards the center of the vehicle's interior, and she said:
—Where do you all think we should go to sleep?

Chancletas said:
—Today, after spending so many hours looking downward,
towards my feet and towards the ground, I would like to sleep in
the upper strata of the atmosphere, right above the ventilation
platforms. From our signature vehicle in vertical levitation I
would like to gaze out the window and watch the extra
atmospheric photons crashing against the platform plains,
which resemble metal water ponds floating in the void. And then
I would like to look up and see the particles of pink atomized
steam which leak like a byproduct from the sugar processing
units installed in the outer margin of the atmosphere as they
filter towards dead space in serpentine, melancholy clouds.

Bikini said:
—I would like us to be inside our signature vehicle amidst the
crystalline algae that take shape on the bottom of some of the
proteinharvesting pools. I would like to sleep within those "rose
milk" colored waters, kept warm by powerful subaquatic light
beams, and to wake up to see the swaying of the malformed
threads of blackened gelatinous crystal that make up the
sensitive flesh of these algae.

—Argamas Romo said:
I would like to sleep right here where we are, right by the
weeping willow, the fern garden, and the decorative wall, right
where I am sitting in the back seat next to Bikini and behind
Estela who sits next to Chancletas. It's just that I would like our
signature vehicle to be on, so that I might fall asleep listening to
its humming and watching the droplets that now cloud up the
windows evaporate as the inside of the vehicle warms up.

THE END

Last page of the manuscript



No Title Two Flags And Signage System For One Gathering (201 4)
Top Left: Gesso on cleaning cloth
Botttom Right: Acrylic on fabric, color marker on colored cardboard

CONTROL SPORTS 24/7 SERVICE

VOLUNTARY WORK MUTUAL SUPPORT

DANDRUFF SECESSION DELIVERY

LEGITIMATE
CONCENTRATION



No Title Set Of Flags RunningTo / Running From & Doppler Breaking Branches (201 3)
Silk screen on fabric, hand-embroidered patch on satin





No Title Two Flags With Salvaged Drawings From Discarded Graduate School Notebooks (c. 2007) (201 3)
Left: Acrylic on cleaning cloth
Right: Acrylic on satin



Popoder Popodemos (201 4)
Paper mâché, synthetic hair, twig,
embroidery on fabric



No Title Five Heads (2/5) (201 3)
Acryl ic on paper mâché, synthetic hair,

square-wave generators

For the exhibition La Mente Miente at
Valenzuela Klenner Galería in 201 3 I
organized an event titled Jornada de Canción
Improvisada, where musicians were invited to
improvise along with a set of five paper
mâché heads equiped with sound generators
tuned to different frequencies.

Below:
Mauricio Rico



Rocío en formación (201 6)
Riso print, published by La Parte Maldita

(Bogotá)

Text by Víctor Albarracín,
from the exhibition catalog

SNA44 Aún (201 6)



There are forms of being born and forms of going on;
the rampant form is of the second type. It follows
that rampant plants are not born. This is something
that they have in common with the mind, since
although it is true that when my body was born my
mind was unavailable, it is not true that my mind
was born on some other, later day. When my mind
breaks into me, it is already a form by which to go
on thinking. Likewise the rampant form breaks into
a place, which is not its birthplace.

The rampant form is a way of going on, but not of
growing on; a form of passing on through.

A place of passage is the same as a form of going on.
There where the rampant form breaks in is where it
is possible to keep passing through. But nothing is
placed there other than the passage. For example,
the rampant form does not take place in a landscape;
instead, where a rampant plant breaks in she is the
landscape. People whose minds are of the rampant
form do not have thoughts that are like inhabitants
of a landscape made up of other thoughts. A
rampant mind is a single thought in the form of an
uninhabited landscape.

The activity of combining thoughts is called
synthesis. A thesis is a thought that breaks away
from the others as a tree from its landscape. The
rampant form of combining thoughts produces
synthesis with no thesis.

Page 9



To remain in a place is to use it. To populate a place
is to consume it. When fire consumes a branch, the
fire's way of consuming is the branch's way of
shining. It is also when it is consumed by those who
populate it that a place shines, and its shining stands
against the clarity of light. Exposed to the clarity of
light, a place is divisible and its parts are positions.
When the shining of a place prevails, all divisions are
cancelled.

Not all kingdoms require loyalty. To populate the
rampant kingdom is not to be loyal to it. A loyal
person waits, and in waiting takes time as the means
for waiting. Maybe being unloyal is different from
betraying. Both seem different at least in this
regard: somebody can betray something or someone
and do so in the name of what or whom they betray.
More exactly, it is possible to betray in the name of
an else who or that lies dormant at the bosom of the
betrayed. This, for instance, is how Satan's betrayal
is said to have been: "against" the creator, in the
name of the creature. But to act like this is not to act
"against" the creator, although it is also not to act in
its favor. It is a betrayal without which the creature
would not have been fully created.

Page 23



Now there is a mental landscape made up of
scratches that are already completely discolored.
Replicas of volitions that have been so affirmed that
they have cancelled all relation with the body from
which they come. When the scratches are already so
discolored, they no longer lie atop a background:
there is no difference between scratch and
background, but two extremes of discoloration, one
of which (the "produced") seems to support the
other (the "producer").

There are shiningsfrom and shiningstowards. The
first come from the body of a color exposed to the
body of another color. Shiningstowards come from
the body of a color exposed to a disembodied shining.
Sometimes disembodied shinings form flocks, which
would seem to cultivate a final disembodiment.

To shinefrom and to shinetowards, the two modes
of shining, are acts of horizontal relation; that is:
there are no shiningsfrom or towards going
upwards or downwards. Originary horizons are not
lines: they are recordings of past shinings.

Page 45



Unnumbered pages from the 'Plates' section at the end of the book



No Title (201 6)
Gouache on paper



For the 201 7 sessions of (escuela incierta) I prepared a set of
two 6-hour lectures based on a booklet of selected materials
through which the group was invited to approach the concept
of vivencia, roughly equivalent to the German Erlebnis, but
left indeterminate during the lectures as a concept to be
refashioned in l ight of historical materials. Participants were
first asked to work through the booklet on their own and then,
during the lectures, a series of non-consecutive page
numbers was selected and participants would read them out
loud and discuss them. The authors and titles of the selected
sources were only cited in code and were not used during the
discussions.

https://www.escuelaincierta.org/fototeca

Cuaderno. Materiales para teoría de la vivencia (201 7)
Bound photocopies

https://www.escuelaincierta.org/backupmaterial1









Soldado Come Golondrina (201 8)
Manuscript comic book

(publication info forthcoming)



One Soldier Eats One Sparrow (201 8)
Digital video for online publication
Six chapters of variable duration

In this video, commissioned by Anorak for a special edition of the online journal Schlosspost curated by them, I
present, translate, and discuss some pages from a comic book manuscript with a group of off-screen
interlocutors (Lorena Espitia, Andrés Moreno, and Luisa Ungar).



No Title (2011 )
Acryl ic on paper

No Title Rompemos Ramas (201 2)
Acryl ic on paper



No Title Thesis Thesis Breeze (201 8)
Ball-point pen and stickers on paper



No Title Pages From
Notebook Of Sources
For Signage
Proposals
(201 3-201 7)
Ball-point pen on
paper



No Title Pages From Notebook Of Dated Sources For Praxis Scenery Proposals (201 3- )
Ink and collage on paper



Wall Signage Element (201 4)
Sharpie marker on acryl ic plaque



There are three corners. In one
there is a creepers simulator. In
another there is a climbers
simulator. In one there is a
hangers simulator. In the
fourth corner there is a chubby
TV with a fancy rearview
mirror on top. In the rearview
mirror you can see the
simulators as you watch TV. On
TV they are showing the
president. When the president
says something a silicone blob
takes shape. The three
simulators shred and
rearticulate the silicone
particles. They use a
triangulation invented by
Pacho Maturana.

Wall Signage Element (201 3)
Acryl ic sign



Poster (designed by Germanic Studies Department staff)
and abstracts for two papers on Walter Benjamin
delivered at the University of Chicago in 201 6, hosted by
Eric Santner. Revised versions of the papers are
scheduled for publication in Epoché. A Journal for the
History of Philosophy and Problemi International.



Esfera Roja I: Rompemos Ramas (201 3)
Comic book, published by Jardín (Bogotá)





No Title (2005)
Acryl ic on canvas

No Title (2009)
Acryl ic on cardboard



From a set of commissioned il lustrations for the article "Restancias. Ethos—Resto—Resistencia"
by Mauricio González published in Errata. Revista de Artes Visuales #9: Éticas y Estéticas
(Diciembre 201 2)





No Title Paper Cutouts (in col laboration with Lorena Espitia) (201 8)
From a set of commissioned il lustrations for Collective Temporalities, an upcoming issue of the
journal Diacritics devoted to Latin American political thought, guest-edited by Maria Acosta



A music video produced to be used as material during the first
of three lectures for (escuela incierta)'s 201 8 sessions. The
discussion hinged around some sections of Hegel's Philosophy
of Right where furrow-making is described as an act of form-
giving that warrants a claim of ownership over a piece of earth.
The footage, appropriated from the internet, shows a group of
people mechanical ly tapping into a subterranean well of crystal-
clear water. I removed the appropriated cl ip's original cumbia
music accompaniment and replaced it with air-organ music
produced under the name Argamas Romo. I have self-released
five compilations of music under this name, dated 1 999-201 5.

https://youtu.be/rTGbFpAkKGQ
https://argamasromo.bandcamp.com/



Two slides used during the lecture-set Introductory to
the Ornamental System (201 8)

Top Left:
If I were a thought...
... you would have already thought me

Bottom Right:
Post-paroxistic graphism, from Rogues de Fursac's
Les écrits et dessins des malades nerveuses et
mentales (1 905)



Two diagrams presented as sl ides during a writing class co-taught with Lucas
Ospina at the Universidad de los Andes Art Department (201 9-1 )

Top Left:
A diagram explaining a radical position regarding sentence-length from

Hermann Broch's essay 'Über syntakstische und kognitive Einheiten' (1 946)

Bottom Right:
A diagram for definitions of phantasm as decodified discoursive position and of

discoursive position as codified phantasm



Esfera roja sobre tierra negra
Paisaje nuevo sobre la nevera.

El requisito: un cerebro frito
El manifiesto se firma por dentro.

La tierra es vieja, la mentira joven
La tienda abierta, los tenderos no ven.

Red sphere on black earth
New landscape on the fridge.

What is required: a fried brain
The manifesto is signed from the inside.

The earth is old, the lie is young
The store is open, the storekeepers do not see.

Rompemos ventanas
para que pase la mañana.

Montamos en moto
para que nos tomen la foto.

Buscamos refugio
debajo de un sucio campero.

Comemos granadas
de espaldas al mundo entero.

We break windows
to let the morning through.

We ride a motorcycle
to get our picture taken.

We look for refuge
underneath a dirty camper.

We eat pomegranates
turning our backs to the whole world.

Sti l ls from two music videos (both 201 3) for songs by my
music group Monton Volador

Top Left:
'Esfera Roja'

https://youtu.be/5JM9VIKkEHw

Bottom Right:
'Vándalos'

https://youtu.be/ktUKHdZw8k



No Title (1 993)
Color pencil on paper

No Title (2003)
Ball-point pencil on paper



Tupac Cruz
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Born 03.19.76 in Austin, Texas (USA)

Education 20052012 University of Chicago, Ph.D., Philosophy of Religions, With Distinction

University of Chicago, M.A., Religious Studies

Universidad de los Andes, B.A., Philosophy, With Honors

20032005

19962000

Teaching Escuela Incierta, Lugar a Dudas

Universidad de los Andes, Departamento de Arte, Profesor de Cátedra

Universidad del Rosario, Departamento de Filosofía, Profesor de
Cátedra

University of Chicago, Philosophy Department and Divinity School,
Teaching Assistant

2017present

2012present
(intermittent)

20122015

20072011



Guayabo negro. Galería Sketch, Bogotá

La mente miente. Valenzuela Klenner Galería, Bogotá

Una entidad compleja. El Parche Artists’ Residency, Bogotá

Satanalgas vende lote. El Bodegón, Bogotá

Solo Exhibitions 2013

2012

2009

Group Exhibitions 2018

2017

2016

2015

2014

2013

2008

Gemini. Solitude Römerstrasse Projekraum, Stuttgart

Dysfunctional Formulas of Love. The Box, Los Ángeles.

Shadowbox. AR Projects, Los Ángeles

Aún: 44 Salón Nacional de Artistas. Varias sedes, Pereira

(A)moral thread. Greta artspace, Zagreb

El diablo probablemente. Museo La Tertulia, Cali

El diablo probablemente. Fundación Misol, Bogotá

Artists' books from Colombia. Bard Graduate Center Library, New
York

Qué bonito. Sala de Exposiciones ASAB, Bogotá

Fanzine All Stars. Taller 7, Medellín

Modelo para una narrativa no funcional. Espacio Los Únicos, Lima

Hitze, Mücke und Rock n' Roll. Frische Videokunst aus Kolumbien.
Kunst und Kurhaus Katana, Nürnberg

No nacimos pa' semilla. La Quincena, Bogotá

Net art Colombia: Es feo y no le gusta el cursor. Museo de Arte
Banco de la República, Bogotá



Publications “Remnant Volition: Walter Benjamin’s Theory of Fortune,” in
Epoché. A Journal for the History of Philosophy

“The Urphänomen of Action: Walter Benjamin’s Theory of
Misfortune,” in Problemi International

"¿Cómo vamos con las transformaciones?" For the exhibition: Ana
María Millán, Product placement. Cali: Galería (bis)

(with Jen Hofer and Román Lujan) "Making the Words of Others
Our Own: Translating León Ferrari's Palabras ajenas," in: León
Ferrari, Palabras ajenas. Los Angeles: Redcat/X Artists' Books

Rocío en formación. Bogotá: La Parte Maldita/44 Salón Nacional de
Aristas AUN

"Chismas Aurora RotaRota Tutti Frutti Rampante," in: Alejandro
Martín (editor), El diablo probablemente. Bogotá: La Silueta

"Lorena Espitia traiciona..." For the exhibition: Lorena Espitia, La
fabricación de los hechos. Cali: Galería Jenny Vilà

Esfera roja I: Rompemos ramas. Bogotá: Jardín Publicaciones

“Glück/Unglück: Dos conceptos según Walter Benjamin,” in: Maria
del Rosario Acosta and Carlos Manrique (editors), A la sombra de
lo político. Violencias institucionales y transformaciones de lo
común. Bogotá: Universidad de los Andes

Pequeña biblioteca coleccionable: Arte colombiano del Siglo XXI
Volúmen 10: Tupac Cruz. Bogotá: Jardín Publicaciones

“Como le perdí el miedo a las tinieblas,” in Revista Matera 7

“Hablan dos demonios”. For the exhibition: Maria Isabel Rueda &
Marcos Castro, Mi destino está en tus manos. Cali: Galeria Jenny
Vilá

“Meditación de la diferancia,” in: Bruno Mazzoldi (editor), El
temor las sonrisas: Actas de la Catedra Internacional Jacques
Derrida. Bogotá: Tercer Mundo

"El Urphänomen y su transposición: Benjamin y el idealismo
goetheano," in Ideas y valores. Revista colombiana de filosofía 135:
5176

Future

2017

2016

2014

2013

2012

2008

2007



Lectures “Erlebnis and Milieu: On the Catastrophic Constitution of a Moving
Body,” Violence Inc. (III Meeting of the Violence in Literature and
Philosophy Workshop) University of Chicago Franke Center for
the Humanities, Chicago

“Soldado come golondrina,” Lugar a Dudas, Cali

“Walter Benjamin’s Theory of Fortune,” University of Chicago
Workshop on the Philosophy of Religions, Chicago

“Walter Benjamin’s Theory of Misfortune,” University of Chicago
Department of Germanic Studies, Chicago

"Lógica de la acción estética," V Congreso Colombiano de Filosofía,
Medellín

“Arte y verdad: Un fragmento póstumo,” Simposio Internacional
Walter Benjamin Aquí y Ahora, Bogotá

“Iterability and the Idea of Justice,” Annual Meeting of the Society
for Phenomenology and Existential Philosophy, Montréal

“El carácter mítico de la ley,” III Congreso Colombiano de Filosofía,
Cali

“Iterability and the Idea of Justice,” Second Derrida Today
International Conference, London

"Stylistics of Life and the Concept of Épreuve," International
Conference on Michel Foucault, Pisa

“Meditación de la diferancia,” Cátedra Internacional Jacques
Derrida, Bogotá

2018

2017

2014

2011

2010

2004




